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Introduction 29
Important biological and evolutionary insights can be generated by exploring the 30 presence/absence of genes and functional annotations across species phylogenies. These include 31 identifying unexpected taxonomic occurrences (Venter et al. 2004 ), uncovering the evolutionary 32 origin of genes (Demuth and Hahn 2009) , and locating putative horizontal gene transfer (HGT) 33 events (Andersson et al. 2006 ; Ravenhall et al. 2015) . With the ongoing exponential increase in 34 available genome sequences, including information from previously uncharacterized and 35 uncultured lineages, online genomic repositories are becoming increasingly valuable collections 36 of predicted genes and functional annotations. With this wealth of genomic data comes the 37 opportunity for large-scale examinations of gene family distributions and evolutionary histories, 38 but databases are not easily accessed, updated, or visualized. 39 40 A number of strategies exist for merging taxonomic and functional information to create 41 annotated phylogenies. For instance, homologs of a gene family retrieved using BLAST 42 (Camacho et al. 2009 ) or related methods can be manually mapped onto a custom species tree 43 using tools such as iTOL (Letunic and Bork 2016) or GraPhlAn (Asnicar et al. 2015) . 2017). However, there is a need for tools that allow users to explore gene/function distributions 48 across a taxonomically curated and highly resolved tree of life. 49 50 Here, we present AnnoTree (annotree.uwaterloo.ca), a functionally annotated bacterial tree of 51 life that enables interactive exploration of gene/function annotations across nearly 24,000 52 bacterial genomes. The phylogeny and taxonomic nomenclature used within AnnoTree is derived 53 from the recently developed Genome Taxonomy Database (GTDB) (Parks et al. 2018 ). The 54 GTDB overcomes several challenges with the construction of an annotated tree of life as it is 55 standardized (its taxonomic nomenclature and phylogeny are made to be internally consistent) 56 and thorough (it includes a large number of novel bacterial genomes derived from metagenomic 57 sources). This differentiates the GTDB taxonomy and AnnoTree from similar approaches that 58 rely on the NCBI taxonomy (Federhen 2012) , whose hierarchy disagrees with several recent 59 reconstructions of bacterial phylogeny (Bromberg et al. 2016; Hug et al. 2016) . 60
Results

61
To construct the AnnoTree database, we re-annotated all 23,936 genomes in the GTDB (Release 62 02-RS83) using a consistent annotation pipeline. Following gene prediction, we assigned 63 functional annotations [Pfam protein families (Finn et al. 2016 ) and KEGG orthology (KO) 64 identifiers (Kanehisa et al. 2017) ] to protein sequences using standard confidence score 65 thresholds, resulting in 39,153,531 Pfam and 37,850,864 KEGG annotations. All taxonomic 66 information, protein sequences, and functional annotations are stored in a back-end MySQL 67 database for rapid retrieval by the front-end AnnoTree application ( Fig. 1) identifiers, Pfam protein families, or NCBI taxon identification numbers to display a mapping of 83 those traits on the GTDB tree at any resolution. Lineages containing at least one genome with the 84 query annotation(s) are highlighted in red. A circle chart displays a taxonomic summary of the 85 genomes containing the flagellin gene (KO identifier: K02406) at a chosen taxonomic level. 86
Smaller trees below show the interactive view when different taxonomic levels are selected by 87 the user. When a highlighted node is clicked, a window appears (not shown in figure) displaying 88 basic taxonomic information, zooming options, and annotation confidence scores. 89 90
AnnoTree can be queried in several ways: by Pfam protein family, KO term, or taxonomic 91 name/id. Additionally, species that appear in a BLAST result can be visualized by uploading the 92 BLAST XML2 output file directly. AnnoTree will then generate a "painted" phylogeny using 93 root-to-tip coloring for all lineages containing matches to the query (Fig. 2) . Visualizations are 94 also accompanied by basic taxonomic information and distribution summary statistics based on 95 GTDB nomenclature ( Fig. 2) . Publication-quality SVG images, Newick formatted phylogenies 96 for any selected subset of the tree, and taxonomic distribution tables of all queries can be 97 downloaded for offline analysis or editing. Confidence scores (E-values) and options for 98 downloading protein sequences for each annotation in a genome or lineage are displayed within a 99 pop-up window when a colored node is selected on the tree. File 3). Not surprisingly, "viral" (bacteriophage) genes ranked the highest in homoplasy in both 170
Pfam and KEGG annotations, and therefore are the single most phylogenetically scattered class 171 of genes in bacteria. In contrast, gene functions with extremely low homoplasy include 172 sporulation, photosynthesis, and core processes such as transcription, replication, and protein 173 synthesis (Fig. 3) . Highly scattered genes showed significant overrepresentation among specific 174 taxonomic groups such as the genera Pseudomonas_E, Streptomyces, and Mycobacterium 175 (Supplemental Data Files 4, 5), suggesting that these taxa may be taxonomic "hotspots" of 176
HGT. 177
We then examined in more detail the top 100 gene families that showed the most 178 scattered distributions across the bacterial tree. Not surprisingly, this list of gene families is 179 dominated by transposases, CRISPR-and bacteriophage-associated gene families 180 (Supplemental Data File 2). Numerous gene families of unknown function were included 181 among the most patchy gene families, but further examination revealed that most of these genes 182 are likely bacteriophage-derived. The extreme phylogenetic patchiness of bacteriophage and 183 CRISPR genes is not only consistent with their known evolutionary dynamics but could also 184 reflect the ongoing "arms race" between these two opposing biological forces (phage infection 185 versus phage defense). Other biologically relevant members of the 1% most highly scattered KO 186 genes include: K19057-K19059 (merC, merD, and merR of the mer operon) for mercury 187 188 
Reductive dehalogenases 209
As a case study for the hypothesis generation and data mining strengths of AnnoTree, we 210 selected a gene family of significant biological interest that ranked among the top percentile of 211 homoplasy scores: pcpC; tetrachloro-p-hydroquinone reductive dehalogenase (K15241) 212
Supplemental Data File 2).
As key enzymes in bioremediation of chlorinated solvents, there has 213 been extensive characterization of the diversity and phylogenomic distribution of reductive 214 dehalogenases (Rdhs) and organohalide respiring organisms (Hug et al. 2013 ). Using AnnoTree, 215
we compiled a dataset of Rdh genes and associated taxa using Pfam query PF13486. Our 216 analysis produced a comprehensive dataset of 1,299 putative Rdh genes from 385 genera and 38 217 phyla (Supplemental Table 1, Supplemental Figs. 8, 9) , which not only recapitulates the 218 known diversity of Rdh-associated phyla, but significantly expands it. In comparison, a 219 manually-curated Rdh-specific database contains 264 Rdh genes from only 19 genera and 6 220 phyla (Hug et al. 2013) , less than 15% of the total diversity identified by AnnoTree 221 (Supplemental Table 1 ). The AnnoTree-derived dataset includes several newly predicted rdh-222 encoding taxa discovered from metagenome-assembled genomes (Supplemental Table 2) , 223 including the candidate phyla KSB1 (4 of 6 genomes, rdh copy number = 1) and UBP10 (7 of 14 224 genomes, rdh copy number = 1), as well as Rhodospirillales UBA2165 (rdh copy number = 13) 225
and Acidobacterium UBA2161 (rdh copy number = 8) (Supplemental Fig. 9 , Supplemental 226 Table 2 ). The novel organisms with high rdh copy numbers are potential obligate organohalide 227 respirers and may be valuable for remediation efforts. By revealing both known and potentially 228 novel groups of organohalide respiring bacteria, the Rdh case study highlights the ability of 229 AnnoTree to capture a broad and complete taxonomic diversity of a gene family, with 230 accompanying hypothesis generation around the evolution and ecology of a function of interest. 231 232 Discussion 233 Ultimately, by combining functional annotation data with evolutionary data, AnnoTree provides 234 an automated framework for users to explore the distribution of function across the bacterial tree 235 of life. These visualizations allow users to investigate a wide variety of research questions 236 concerning their genes and functions of interest. As starting points for future analyses, we have 237 assessed Pfam and KO annotations based on phylogenetic conservation, homoplasy, and lineage-238 specificity. However, while AnnoTree provides a snapshot of gene occurrence, additional 239 sequence and phylogenetic analyses are required to validate many of these predictions. Our 240 development team has plans to include additional functional annotation types and to provide a 241 standalone version of AnnoTree for local use. The AnnoTree database will also be continuously 242 and automatically updated to reflect revisions of the GTDB taxonomy as the data become 243 available. Future work will expand AnnoTree's taxonomic scope to Archaea and Eukaryotes. We 244 anticipate that AnnoTree will become a valuable resource for exploring the evolution and 245 phylogenomic distribution of genes and functional traits across the tree of life. all UniRef100 clusters with one or more KO identifiers. KO identifiers were then assigned to 257 predicted genes through homology with the following criteria: E-value cutoff ≤1e-5, percent 258 identity ≥30%, and query and subject percent alignments ≥70%. A count matrix was computed 259 for each trait and genome combination based on the annotation methods described above. The 260 count matrices were converted to binary presence/absence profiles for all analyses, where a 261 genome with at least one qualifying hit score for a trait was assigned '1' and '0' otherwise. 
Classification of lineage-specific traits 283
Traits were classified as lineage-specific if there was at least one clade in the tree where at least 284 95% of presence states occurred in at least 95% of the taxa in that clade and that no more than 285 half of the genomes in the tree contained the trait. The node furthest from the root of the GTDB 286 tree passing these criteria was assigned the root of the lineage-specific clade for that trait. The 287 trait's taxonomic rank was selected as the lowest identical taxonomic rank between all genomes 288 of the lineage-specific clade. 289 290
Calculation of homoplasy metrics 291
Parsimony-based homoplasy metrics were used to quantify phylogenetic scatter of traits. The 292 consistency index (CI) and retention index (RI) were calculated for each annotation profile with 293 the GTDB tree using the phangorn R package (Schliep 2011 Annotations contained within less than 50 genomes were removed before verifying taxonomic 301 enrichment of homoplasic traits for each annotation type. Taxonomic rank presence/absence 302 profiles for each trait were generated for each taxonomic rank by combining the profiles of all 303 encompassing genomes; '1' was assigned if at least one genome possessed the trait and '0' 304 otherwise. Next, traits were ranked by increasing log[CI]/log[family_size]. Each taxonomic rank 305 at each taxonomic level was tested for over-enrichment within the 5% most homoplasic traits in 306 Bacteria (KO: 618; Pfam: 552) using the hypergeometric test. The tests were conducted similarly 307 to those done by Nasir et al. (2012) . P values were obtained using the fisher.test function of R 308 with the 'alternative' option set to 'greater'. 309
310
The contingency table was given as follows: 311
Category 1 (∈ rank) Category 2 (∉ rank)
Class 1 (∈ homoplasic trait) k n -k Class 2 (∉ homoplasic trait)
M -k N -M -n + k
where k is the number of unique homoplasic traits within the rank, n is the number of unique 312 ranks that contain at least one of the homoplasic traits, M is the total number of unique traits 313 within the rank, and N is the total number of unique traits. P values were corrected for multiple 314 tests at each taxonomic level using the Benjamini-Hochberg method (Benjamini and Hochberg 315 1995) . 316
Data Availability 317
The AnnoTree application is available at http://annotree.uwaterloo.ca. All software and data used 318 within AnnoTree can be downloaded at: http://annotree.uwaterloo.ca/downloads.html. 319
Additional data for the genomes and taxonomy derived from the GTDB can be found at: 
